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A meeting of the Banffshire Field Club was
held a t Banff this evening, Sheriff J. W. More
in the chair. A number of new members were
admitted to the Club.
Biology of Winter.
Rev Dr W. S. Bruce, Banff, read the following paper on the Biology of Winter and its
Field Work:—
A Field Club exists for all the seasons. Too
many of us think the work to be done belongs
to the summer months, when the days are
long and the excursions to the country or seashore are delightful and Nature wears her
loveliest garments.
But the great seasonal drama covers the
whole year, and we miss much of the "open
sesame" if we forget to watch the quickening
chrysalids in spring, when Nature is constructing and assimilating, and the reverse
process in autumn, when she is exploding her
seeds and disrupting her members, and disassimilation proceeds. Further, we have this
other season of winter, when she takes her
rest. It is a time well worthy of the study of
a Field Club: for buds are resting and sheltering themselves in the branches, seeds are
resting in the soil and awaiting the call of
Proserpina and the Sleeping Beauty. The
squirrel has stored his hoard of hazel nuts
and acorns and is taking a long or a short
sleep as he chooses, sometimes waking up for
a feed in fine weather in December or January, and then going in for a fortnight's further nap.
.
You will find, if you give your mind to it, that
there is a deep-seated reason why the highlevel activity in May, June and July cannot be
continued. All natural life is rhythmic, and
periods of quiet and rest must alternate with
periods of rush and production. Continuous
action kills and exhausts. Nature's engine
needs the winter term for stoking and repairing, to prepare for the recuperative processes
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of spring. The framework of Nature's organism would soon break up if this winter repairing -were not given to it.
Hibernation is just a name for winter
sleep. We human beings need our seven or
eight hours sleep every night. Well, Nature
has her nightly nap, too. But a p a r t from
that she passes through a seasonal sleepingtime. The hibernal slumbers of the hedgehog
and frog and snail are required to give pause
to their busy summer work. The strange
coma that creeps over the tortoise and the
slow-worm is just a normal reaction f r o m the
rapid growth of summer. Reproduction with
them is severe work, and a rost is demanded
and obtained in December and J a n u a r y . The
butterfly lays her eggs and they go into the
cocoon stage. She perishes in winter and they
live in their shell in sprjng and so survive.
But many, and perhaps most, of the hibernating animals awaken from the winter's sleep
and breed again next summer, and again fall
back into sleep or coma. Possibly there is
among them some kind of immortality, getting a new resurrection life a t every spring
renewal. All we can safely say is t h a t winter
brings to a stop all vital activity in these
lower creatures. Birds and fishes can do without hibernation. But they often, suffer severely
for the loss of it. Thousands of birds perish
in a severe frost of a week's continuance; and
fishes in shallow ponds and streams also
perish, just because a fall of the thermometer
to 20 or to 10, still more when it goes to zero,
has gone beyond the limit of fish and bird life
endurance.
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It is well for us, as a Field Club, to examine these effects of winter on t h e various
species of the animal kingdom. I select eight
of them.
Let us begin with Birds first. If they don't
escape the frosts and colds by hibernation
they may do it by migration. The sparrows
and robins and chaffinches endure our winter.
But the others wing their way to sunnier and
warmer climes. The cuckoo stays -with us only
for the warm months of summer, lays her
eggs in another bird's nest to be hatched, and
then hies her off. The swallows, all-knowing
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and full of foresight, by the end of September
set their faces southward for Egypt and Algiers. A few cold days and nights last September sent off the whole swallow tribe. Had
they known of the coining of these last lovely
three weeks of October weather they might
have stayed. But they are moved by instinct:
and an instinctive foresight compels them to
go. They congregated, as did also the peeweets or lapwings, in huge circling crowds and
then winged their way southward. The lapwings lingered almost a fortnight behind the
swifts; but the young birds went some three
weeks sooner. Yet they had been born in
Banffshire nests and had never known Italian
or African atmospheres. Still the wonderful
untutored instinct told them to go, and by
the first week of September they left us. So
did the stone-chats a little later. They know
not why it is nor the direction of the route.
But migration is an instinctive call and is in
the blood of the bird. It compels them along
a course that is never mistaken—down to the
Lothians, then to Yorkshire, over to Holland
or Belgium, up the Rhine and across the wide
Mediterranean. They are at present probably
in Greece or Italy or the French Riviera. Of
course there is not the insight and foresight
of human beings here. It is something less
certain. Yet while it is not reason, it is an
instinctive feeling that operates keenly—tells
the beaver where to build his dam, the water
hen where to conceal her nest and swallows
how to find their way across wide ooeans.
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If some go south to Africa and leave us,
others just now are coming across the North
Sea to us. The redwing and sandpiper in
spring left Banffshire for Norway and Scandinavia. This mouth they are returning in
large numbers to our beaches, and the redwing you may find in the Duff House policies
turning over dead leaves and catching the insects below. They will stay with us till March,
and in the first fine, sunny day will wing their
way across the North Sea and build their
nests in Iceland or Spitzbergen or beyond the
Naze of Norway.
During the last week or two flocks of geese
have been crossing from the north to the Loch
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of Strathbeg, in Crimond parish, where they
find, in its islands and long grasses, winter
shelter. By February next you. will hear them
each night from ten o'clock to early morning
returning to Cromarty Firth or making
straight northwards over the sea to their
nesting grounds in the far north. You who
are bird-lovers might do good Field Club work
by corresponding with us on the main routes
taken, whether by Cromarty Firth or Dornoch
or by Skye and Lewis, or by the Shetlands
and Faroes, or the Norwegian fjords. Then
find out the main dates of arrival and departure : why some are in November and some
only at Christmas. Are there in the different
birds peculiar instincts t h a t find out and fix
these periodicities, just as in the dates of the
appearance of wild flowers a t the close of
winter? Do weather conditions modify the
migration? Or do old instincts and habits regulate the routes? Do these overhead flocks
fly at 500 feet high (as they do over my manse
garden) or at 1000 feet, or 2000 feet, as I
noticed one ornithologist affirmed they went
over the Bell Rock lighthouse?
Lighthouse
keepers a t Torry or Kinnaird Head or Tarbet
Ness could help us much here, if we could get
them to correspond with us. These are points
of great interest to all who find pleasure in
discovering the correct biology of birds.
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Migration is a wide word and is not always
simply an evasion of winter cold driving birds
south. Sometimes it is a restless journey a f t e r
food supply, as in the case of shoals of herrings. You find also the crave for food will
make curlews migrate from poor moorlands
to the sea-beaches for better sustenance.
I t would give you all interesting work to discover the way in which to group birds as to
their migrations. For example, (1) We have a
group of winter visitors to Banffshire—redwings, fieldfares, snow buntings, divers, and
wild geese—that come in November and December and leave in spring. Sometimes also
we have birds of passage—sandpipers and
snipes—that stay a few weeks and then move
on to England or Ireland; (2) the group of resident birds—sparrow, robin, the rook, the red
grouse and the partridge; (3) the group of
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summer visitors—cuckoos, swallows, swifts,
lapwings; (4) It is worth while to find out, by
marks or by ringing the leg or neck, whether
the same birds return to the same breedingplace. (A swift ringed in Ayr in 1914 went back
there in 1918. A swallow ringed a t Aberdeen
in 1912 returned in 1913.) (5) It is worth while
to find out the routes taken. Storks are found
to go by the Rhine, Alexandria, the Blue Nile,
Victoria Nyanza, Rhodesia (by Dr Thieneman).
Swallows usually go by France, Spain, Algiers
and West Africa; (6) Height of flight. Starlings and thrushes fly a t 300 feet. Rooks and
swallows a t 1000 to 2000 feet. Eagles and buzzards at 3000 feet; (7) Velocity of flight, 40 to
80 miles; average. 45 to 50.
Further winter work for a Field Club might
be got in watching the effect of winter on the
animals below the level of birds. I have a
fondness for frogs, and have all my life been
on friendly terms with them, and am very
pleased to have two or three all summer in
my garden. Much has been written about
them, and yet little so far has been discovered.
Their winter quarters as a rule are either in
holes under thick moss, or in the mud which
lies a t the bottom of ditches and small ponds.
In one Natural History magazine the singular
statement is made that, of our common water
frog, the males all take to the pond mud in
winter but that the females hide under heaps
of moist leaves or under thick moss. This
should be cleared up by closer observation,
which would not be difficult, if only one could
discover the whereabouts of the little beast.
There is a large heap of weeds which accumulate every winter, when my gardener comes to
dig in November, and I am convinced it is
under it that my frogs conceal themselves in
winter and from it emerge with their young
in spring. This heap of stuff is burned in
February, but they are far below where the
fire reaches and are not hurt, but probably
wakened out of their coma.
The frog and the toad are amphibians, but
they differ from the fishes that live and
breathe only in water in that, at least in
adults, they have real lungs. Their limbs are
never converted into fins for swimming, but
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are those of the higher vertebrates. But the
skin is soft and glandular and in winter they
can breathe through it. Of course the breathing, like the life of the animal, is then very
low. They live on the f a t t y particles stored
up in their bodies in summer. No energy is
expended by them in this torpid state; still
they do live through their long four months'
fast.
Then by the end of February they revive,
take to croaking and to pairing and have
their honeymoons. During this period the
frog's song is a peculiar and r a t h e r harsh
one We call it a croak, but i t is really a
sort of guttural note, their vocal chords being
small but capable of much vibration. They
have little sacs a t each side of the mouth in
the males, which bulge out immensely when
inflated by their singing efforts. The males
in this way give the marriage chorus, while
the females, who possess no such vocal sacs,
remain very quiet, but seem charmed by t h e
serenading. Aristophanes in his Greek play,
the Frogs, which many of us read a t College,
gives us choruses of the animals croaking:—
"Koax, koax, koaks"; but the Scottish frog's
onomatopoeia would sound more g u t t u r a l t h a n
the Greek ones did.
Again, the long rest of winter h a s great
therapeutic value for all the different creatures who go through this hibernation. The
butterfly is another; and the study of its
strange sleep and the process of its evolution
and metamorphosis is worth your attention.
All the way from the egg laid on the cabbage
leaf through the caterpillar stage bound in
its husk to the stone wall, till it opens in the
sunny May morning a Psyche, and betakes
itself a t once to its new element, the air, and
makes use of its large and lovely wings—the
study of t h a t marvellous metamorphosis, I
say, is one that will greatly reward you.
If you examine the larva of the butterfly or
caterpillar in autumn you find it has a worm
shape with 13 distinct segments. Open it and
in the front segment you discover a horny
head with jaws and small openings for eyes;
the mouth is there, too, for mastication.
There is a spineret also in order to weave the
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silk by which it spins its cocoon for its winter abode. The bowels are embedded in the
f a t t y tissue on which the pupa lives during Its
winter months of rest. The hinder segments
contain the jointed walking legs of the perfect insect, six or seven pairs of soft fleshy
legs. I t soon gets hold of a wall and passes
into the pupa whioh is what I should like you
all to watch closely before it emerges into the
air from its winter tomb with its glorious
wings and its beautiful antennas and wonderf u l mandibles.
The antenna; have strange
knobs a t the end; and the wings are held
erect when not used in flight. In the pupa
stage in winter you will find it just now suspended, sometimes vertically, sometimes horizontally, by a fibre of fine silk across its
thorax. A little close examination will reveal
to you much of its winter shape.
Then similarly you may watch in winter
another sub-class in this same order of
Lepidoptera—the moths, mostly night-flying
insects in summer or fond of the twilight.
Most lovely creatures they are when you look
a t them with a good magnifying glass. When
the grub gets into the pupa stage, as just now
it is you will see it in a small cocoon which
the larva had spun for it to give it a warm
and cosy dwelling-place and protect it from
the frosts.
The a n t heaps are a not less interesting
winter study. You may find them on several
hills quite near Banff, especially where there
are fir trees and fir needles in abundance.
They provide their food in summer and their
winter 6tores and provision are well worth
your notice. The grub of the ant is like that
of the moth, but the pupa is small like a very
small thimble. Sir John Lubbock's book on
ants will be your best guide. Towards the
end of winter they quit the nest and pair,
a f t e r which the males die. Then the females
lose their wings and become creeping insects.
As with the bees there are neuters, which
among the Termite ants are divided into two
classes—workers, which do all the gathering
of food and which you see in thousands hurrying about; and soldiers, who defend the nests
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and the young. Their mounds or hills a r e a
very interesting study.
I commend to you also for winter -work the
examination of the honey bees, now mostly
kept in bar-hives, and of the humble or
bumble bees and wasps. They build in dykes
all round Banff—in the Fir Wood and out by
Culbeuchly and the Slacks of Tipperty. Among
the honey bees, the drones, a f t e r the queen
has met them, are killed and do no work. But
among the wasps they work actively and
gather food and most bravely defend their
nest against the animals t h a t would f a i n
attack it and get a t their honey. Very few of
the female wasps survive a severe winter to
found fresh colonies in spring and be mothers
and queens of each family.
Beetles, too, are another order of insects
(the Coleoptora) to which I would call your
attention for a moment. They, too, go through
the grub and the pupa stage just like butterflies and ants, and like the butterfly have
usually as larvae 13 segments, including in the
first one the head. The smaller ones a r e of
another order and are really parasites, living
on other animals, like lice and fleas. But the
large beetles of our gardens have a fleshy
body, though the head is hard and horny and
the mouth large for mastication. If you watch
them closely you will find t h a t they devour
vegetables; but also attack and eat small insects and probably small worms. They go
through the grub stage in a u t u m n and
the pupa stage in winter. , There a r e
in my garden many different kinds of them,
the biggest of which, called the tiger beetle,
has a hard covering of metallic colours and is
a very voracious animal, killing and eating
many smaller creeping things. He is therefore to be encouraged as much as the frog
and hedgehog in the garden. You will find
him in winter in his pupa stage in many holes
and under heaps of leaves, frequently beside
snails and worms.
Let me also venture to call your attention to
the winter work done by worms. There a r e
hundreds of species of the great Vermes order,
but I here keep to the sub-class of e a r t h
worms.
You know them well. They appear on
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roadsides and pathways after every shower,
and we should be careful, remembering Wm.
Cowper's words, never to let a heavy foot fall
upon them. You recall their beautiful structure—the body of fifty or sixty rings, shining
in its iridescence when the sun smites it, the
mouth hidden beneath the front one, yet wide
open for its work, and each ring provided
with rows of small bristles that act as hands
and as feet. What boy does not know them?
And what boy has not gone with his spade
and fishing rod to find them and spit the poor
wriggling worm on his hook to be bait for the
greedy trout? Let us never forget what Darwin so amply proved, that the worms first
made the soil of Scotland and were ploughmen before ploughs came in. They have played
a most important part in the progress of
civilisation. They loosen the soil by their
burrowing, keep the rain in their underground canals, and pulverise earth into fitness for sowing. There will be as many as
300 to 400 thousand in an acre—all at work,
with no wage, and giving food to many hundreds of birds and moles. It is said that in
20 years they will actually add three inches
to the depth of the farmer's soil. You will
find their winter work a most interesting
study, especially their long journey on a wet
night prompted by love and honeymooning.
With the aid of their bristles and by contracting and expanding alternative parts of the
long body they move along the ground. They
live underground and make burrows by swallowing the soil and passing it through the
gullet into the gizzard, just as hens do. It is
in their gizzard that the earth is ground up
and passed out into the little mounds or castings that cover our lawns and fertilise the
fields. Though not possessed of proper eyes,
they are very sensitive to light and know well
when they are exposed to it, and when a footstep or wheels come along the road they
hurry to their holes and bury themselves out
of sight. Just now, as the leaves are falling,
I observe them very busily dragging bits of
the withered leaf into their holes, whether for
food or for warm lining to the underground
passages I do not know. Each worm is her-
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maphrodite, having both sexes combined in it.
If you will watch them by a lamp a t night
you will often find that the body comes out of
its hole but the tail remains within, a n d fixed
to it, they wriggle all round about the m o n t h
of the hole in search of food. The birds remain often awake in search of them and get
up early in the morning, knowing t h a t in t h e
dark the worms love to work on the surface;
and the maxim holds for all of us to encourage us to get up and use the fine morning
hours—the early bird catches the worm. If
you observe closely just now, you will eee
the eggs passing into cocoons which seem not
to be woven but to be formed by some secretion either from the skin or from albumen of
the rings. It is rather a mystery. But if you
use a strong magnifying glass or microscope
you may solve this manner of forming
cocoons.
I have said t h a t winter is the repairing
time of Nature, when life is tuned up anew
for spring and the engine gets stoked. But,
singularly, worms have discovered a new and
better way of attaining youth and rejuvenescence. They just cut a bit off and this
divided tail or head soon has a new s t a r t
and becomes young and fresh. So if this goes
on for years a worm need never grow old or
die. Weisman proves it to be so among protozoa, and Prof. Child has made many experiments on worms, especially the Planarian
worms. He finds t h a t they separate the posterior quarter of their body, the anterior p a r t
dies, the posterior lives and becomes a young
worm, with much more life and vigour in it,
and it is less susceptible to poison and h a r m
than the parent portion. I t has fewer cells
and organs, but they work better. Perhaps
if we had a shorter bowel—our present got
from remote ancestors is said to be uselessly
long—we might also lengthen out life and
defer the stage of senescence much beyond
three score and ten, or if we could not put
back old age and senescence, we might put a
long way back the senility which we dread
more than even senescence. It cannot, however, be done in the worm's way. I think
M. Couè's method is better and the healing
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may come by filling the subconscious with
happy thoughts and contented feelings, and
all the other hints we get from the new
psychology. Meantime think much in the
Field Club of the clever methods of the planarian worm.
Last of all, among the striking phenomena
of the winter months and phenomena very
manifest to us all dust now in the Deveron's
stream, I come to the salmon. They have been
all summer to sea and had their bright honeymoon there since last they left the river in
spring. Now the female fish are pressing up
the river with all their might to the spawning grounds. They migrate from the fresh
water to the salt, and now back again from
the salt to the fresh; feed voraciously on
smaller fishes in the sea and now go up and
fast all winter in the river. A strange creature
is the salmon and Field Clubs should closely
watch its movements. I began 40 years ago
to study it with Mr Kennedy up the Bogie
a t Rhynie and Mytice. I never was once guilty
of spearing a salmon—I am a law-abiding person—but I do like a little sport a t times and
confess to have been an onlooker at some night
sports 30 years ago on the banks of the Bogie
along with my boys, to whom it was an immense delight. It was one of the finest sights
I know. I much miss the old Rack and its
mill, a mile up the Duff House grounds, where
we used to see the fish in October and November jumping from box to box, fighting the
falls, leaping with their lithe bodies into the
a i r and, heedless of their non-success, going a t
it again, often helped by Mr Kennedy's pole
and net.
As you may know, the net fishing for
salmon on the Deveron extends from 11th Febr u a r y to 26th August, and the rod fishing from
11th February to 31st October. I first came
to take interest in salmon some 40 years ago
by watching my friend, Mr Wm, Kennedy, at
the Rack (now gone), helping the female fish
to get up the cruives to their spawning-ground
above. The Rack dam dyke was divided into
four parts by three cruives, which had narrow
mouths below but wide mouths at the top.
Lord Fife owned the whole, but sublet the net
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fishing to Mr Bisset, of Macduff, father of the
present Provost. Mr Bisset had to give the
fish a passage, yet he wanted to catch all
that he could before they left his territory.
Wherefore the lower mouth of the cruive was
made narrow by some bars of iron being
inserted, yet wide enough to let every fish
crush through at the foot of the cruive.
Twenty or thirty fish would be waiting, and
the salmon-fishers' boat with its sweeping and
curved net would every half-hour come round
and, if possible, bag a few. I have seen 300 to
500 caught there by the boat and nets on t h e
opening day, 11th February, and 50 a n d 60
for several days following. The rent f o r the
year was often got in six days, but of course
the expenses of men and boats were heavy.
Finally the upper proprietors bought out Lord
Fife's interest for several thousand pounds
and the Eack ceased to obstruct the upward
course of the fish. Messrs Gillan, of Aberdeen,
now have the net fishing.
The dykes on the Bogie a t the Stephen Mills,
beside the Station, and a t the Richmond Mills
one mile up, have no cruives, but the salmon
work up over them wonderfully, and also on
Sundays get by the open sluices. They persevere in their efforts to get up to the top of
the small tributaries, up the Milton Burn in
the Cabrach, up the Blackwater above its
junction with the Deveron a t the well-known
CabrachGrouse Inn, up the Bogie to Clova,
and up the Kennethmont stream which joins
the Bogie above Gartly station. Lower down,
a few go up the Turriff Burn towards Auchry,
and a few—mostly sea trout only—up the
King-Edward burn to Craigston, whose laird.
Captain Pollard-Urquhart, throws the stream
above Auchmill very kindly open to all to get
bags of good sea trout.
In spawning, the female fish first deposits
her eggs on the gravelly soil of the river;
then the male fish a t the same place goes and
rubs out his spawn, and they mix and vitalize
in the water. The fish with its nose digs a
hole in the gravel and the rushing water
widens it out, and into this scooped-out opening the spawn sinks and generates in the
course of a month or more. The eggs will be
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found j u s t now a n d all through the winter
sticking t o the pebbles. Slowly the young fish
hatches out, and a bit of the egg usually
sticks t o the young f r y (as egg shells to
chickens) and is gradually absorbed Into the
body. A 10 lb. salmon will throw out 10,000
eggs, a 20 lb. salmon 20,000, and the very large
fish 40,000. There is enormous wastage of f r y
by t h e greedy trout, who live on them, and
as they grow a n d descend the stream, the
oyster-catcher and black-headed gull devour
tens of thousands. But countless millions are
spawned in t h e Deveron alone and many more
in t h e Dee, Don, and Spey. We speak of the
billions of stars in the Milky Way which the
new h u g e telescope in H a r v a r d University,
U.S., h a s revealed, and from many of which it
h a s t a k e n 100,000 years for light to travel to
us. which set o u t on its journey before Adam
was p u t into the Garden of Eden. The mass
of s t a r s in t h e Milky Way alone must be six
billion millions. The mass of salmon spawn
in t h e Scottish rivers is not less, the mass of
h e r r i n g spawn devoured by cod and haddock is
ten times more. Such prodigality and multiplicity of creatures astonishes us.
With
every October a new incarnation
begins.
N a t u r e never tires of creating and evolving
a n d nothing is lost in the changeful process.
So we welcome winter and its snows and cold
in our Field Club. I t is not nowadays the
winter of t h e Glacial Epoch, and we can stay
a t home and enjoy a Club meeting quietly. I t
gives us short d a y s b u t long evenings. In the
Ice Ages it lasted 199 days, now it is not quite
half so long, a n d is probably going to become
s h o r t e r in coming eras. Most of our birds
escape its severity by migration.
I t costs
t h e m nothing b u t a three days' flight on the
wing, b u t i t costs us over £100 to have a few
weeks on t h e Riviera, and hear the sweet
plash of t h e Mediterranean waves on San
Remo's sands.
We h a v e seen how many animals hibernate
during winter. Like "Alice in Wonderland's"
s a y i n g it is brer Rabbit's "policy of lying
low." I t is t h e mission of winter to be a
t i m e of r e p a i r a n d of stoking of the furnace
f o r t h e rush and rapidity of production in the
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coming spring. Let us use it rightly in our
Field Club and get fresh insight into Nature's
wonderful methods of working. I return to
the opening sentence of my paper. All life
moves in rhythms. There is a great seasonal
drama in four sections and the curtain f o u r
times rises and falls. The present one, the
winter drama, is a preparation for the new
spring day of 1929. That will be upon us soon,
and our Field Club should be ready for t h e
bursting of the husk t h a t holds the seed, t h e
quickening of the embryo out of its dormant
stage and its emergency in spring into new
life. Within the cocoon lies the chrysalid;
and within the winter lies concealed t h e coming spring and its sister summer, for which
we, as Field Club students, must prepare ourselves for further work and more careful
observation.
Discussion followed the reading of the paper
and a warm expression of thanks was accorded
Dr Bruce.
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